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 Welcome to the Navy's Finest

5-Star Aircraft Carrier
 

USS Dwight D. Eisenhower (CVN 69) provides a wide range of flexible mission
capabilities, to include maritime security operations, expeditionary power

projection, forward naval presence, crisis response, sea control, deterrence,
counter-terrorism, information operations, security cooperation and counter-

proliferation.

The ship’s embarked air wing is capable of projecting tactical air power over
the sea and inland, as well as providing sea-based air, surface and subsurface

defense capabilities.

 “We know that our purpose is a just and moral one, for we seek
only peace with freedom and we can succeed in this great

endeavor only if each and every one of us is willing to give the
full measure of courage, sacrifice, work and vision, not in a

divided effort but working together in pursuit of our common goal.”
– Dwight David Eisenhower
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